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DISTRICT ANTICIPATES FURTHER EXPANSION remains relatively strong amid spending expansions
WILLINGNESS TO SAVE CONTINUES STRONG and savings rate reductions nationally.

The continuing inclination of district depositors
Strengthening business and industrial activity as to save has caused a rise in the ratio of time and

well as a bright farm outlook encourage expectations savings deposits to total deposits at district member
of further expansion in the Ninth District’s economy. banks. A measure of the importance of these deposits
Manufacturers recently reported strong sales gains as a source of bank funds, this ratio has increased
which they foresee continuing through early 1973, steadily for a number of years but more rapidly since
and the increasing demand for labor along with re- the end of 1969; by mid-1972 it had risen 8 percent-
sumed construction activity should result in an age points to a level of 60 percent for all district
unemployment dip in August. In addition, good crop member banks.
conditions and still-high livestock prices suggest that Large and small banks have experienced some-
this year’s farm income will easily surpass its level a what divergent changes in this ratio, most evidently in
year ago. The realization of these expectations will the 1969-70 two-year period. During 1969, the
probably also strengthen the demand for credit at amount of funds invested in large CDs declined at
district member banks. large banks, where they are principally issued, because

Since the beginning of 1972, time and savings their regulation-limited return was less than other
deposits at the district’s member banks have been investments’. As a result, the ratio of total time and
growing somewhat slower than last year. After gaining savings deposits to total deposits dropped at these
at a 16 percent seasonally adjusted annual rate in banks. This difference between returns narrowed in
1971, these deposits rose 14 percent in the first half the following year, in part due to relaxed regulations
of this year, then slowed further to an advance of allowing higher interest payments on large CDs, and a
about 12 percent in the July-early August period. As higher ratio was thus reinstated at large banks. At the
additions to consumer-type time and savings deposits district’s rural and small urban banks, meanwhile, the
accounted for nearly all the most recent gain, how- time and savings-total deposits ratio rose only slightly
ever, district consumers’ willingness to save apparently more than usual during the 1969-70 period.



CATTLE FEEDING & BEEF PROCESSINGSLOWS
TIGHT MARKETS&COMPETITIONAFFECT JOBS

Tightness in markets for cattle and beef seems
to have slowed cattle feeding and beef processing in
the Ninth District. Low supplies and high prices have
prevailed in varying degrees for the past 31/2 years,
and when extreme, buying competition from sur-
rounding area processors has apparently increased.
During the first half of 1972, resulting cutbacks in
district beef processing sharply reduced employment
in the district’s meat packing industry.

Feeders & Processors Respond to Price Changes
District production of fed cattle slowed in the

first six months of this year: the average number in
feedlots grew only 2 percent from one year earlier,
and the number marketed from them remained
unchanged at about 864,000 head.

This slackening first became apparent in 1969
when prices for cattle to feed rose sharply to high
levels maintained throughout the first nine months
of 1970. From the first to the second halves of 1969,
the U.S. average price paid per hundredweight for
young cattle to be placed on feed (feeder cattle) —

normally above the price of fattened cattle — in-
creased its margin by slightly more than two dollars.

District feeders responded by dramatically reducing
the number of cattle they placed in feedlots, from 17
percent more than one year earlier in the first half to
21 percent less in the second.

As cattle feeding became less profitable in the
district, so did the processing of beef. In first-half
1972, the number of head slaughtered in the district
dropped 1 .3 percent from a year ago after the differ-
ence between the price processors pay for fed cattle
and the price they receive for dressed beef continued
a year-long declining trend. Drops and recoveries in
this price margin have also been followed by changes
in the levels of district slaughter since 1969.

Activity in Other Areas Expands
Nondistrict beef processors have at the same

time been able to bid more of the fewer district-fed
cattle away from district processors, thus also con-
tributing to the downtrend of beef processing activity.
Although total marketings from district feedlots did
not change from a year ago during the first half of
1972, the number of cattle slaughtered fell. Iowa,
particularly, (the nation’s second largest beef pro-
cessing state) appeared to have imported much Ninth
District cattle: the number slaughtered commercially
there increased 13 percent despite a 2.5 percent drop
in Iowa-fed cattle marketings.

District changes in cattle feeding and beef
processing have not paralleled national conditions.
The contrast was greatest in cattle feeding, which has
grown very little in the district. Between the halves of
1969, when the district experienced the sharp cut-
back, the number of cattle placed in all U.S. feedlots
actually expanded.
District Meat Packing Employment Declines Further

The district’s short supplies, high prices, and
increased nondistrict competition have recently re-
duced beef processing activity — and thus, employ-
ment — to varying degrees at several district plants.
The Armour Food Company announced a shutdown
of its operations in South St. Paul, Minnesota, where
400 employees will now be either offered jobs at
other facilities or given early retirement benefits. Old
and costly to operate, this plant could currently run
only with substantial losses due to the high prices for
fed cattle. In addition, two temporary cutbacks oc-
curred in Sioux Falls, South Dakota.

These recent cutbacks occurred in an industry
which had been curtailing its work force at an average
of slightly more than 1 percent annually since before
1969, both in the district and nation. From 1966 to
1969, for example, employment in Ninth District and
U.S. meat packing companies fell about 31/2 percent.
Between mid-1969 and mid-1972, however, thE
number of district workers in this industry droppec
12 percent while the nation’s total slipped onl~
another 31/2 percent.



Cattle and Beef Future Uncertain sales can be traced primarily to producers of durable
If lower district meat packing employment and goods, who were even more optimistic for second-half1972 than they were last May. After increasing 11.1

lower levels of beef processing and cattle feeding are
truly related to tightness in markets for cattle, help percent in the second quarter, the value of all durables
may be on the way in the form of larger national sold by these surveyed manufacturers is expected toclimb 12.8 and 16.1 percent over last year’s level in
supplies. Although the number of cattle on feed in the third and fourth quarters, respectively, and thenthe district on July 1 was only 3 percent larger than
one year ago, 14 percent more cattle was being fed in advance 9.0 percent during the first three monthsof 1973.the nation — the largest increase in 1 2 quarters — and
national cattle prices have already declined slightly in Ninth District producers of nondurable goods
August, partly a result of expectations of greater were not quite as optimistic, and they did not signifi-
future supplies. With this expansion, district beef cantly revise earlier sales expectations. The total sales
processing should increase sufficiently in the short value of all such goods is anticipated to exceed that
run to account for a slightly greater share of the of a year ago by 7.0 percent during the last half of
national total, and the recent exceptionally sharp 1972 and 5.9 percent in the first quarter of 1973. In
reductions in meat packing employment should be the second quarter, sales of nondurables increased
arrested. 7.8 percent.

Beyond October or November, however, cattle
and beef markets could be tightened further by ex-
treme changes in the nation’s beef cow herd. If a very
large expansion in the cow herd begins immediately,
fed cattle supplies may soon become very short as
heifers are diverted to calf production. Yet if little or
no expansion is undertaken, supplies will be more
adequate for the rest of 1972 and early 1973, but
extreme tightness could occur in late 1973 or early
1974 as the resulting lack of expansion in calf pro-
duction is felt in fed cattle markets.

HIGH MFG SALES EXPECTED THRU EARLY ‘73

Continued expansion in district manufacturing
activity is foreseen by respondents to our third quarter
Industrial Expectations Survey. The value of goods
sold by district manufacturers surpassed last year’s
level by 9.5 percent in the second quarter and is ex-
pected to rise even more during the last half of this
year before recording a still-high 7.5 percent gain in
the first quarter of 1973. Such optimism implies sub-
sequent expansions in employment in these industries
and in their use of electric power.

This favorable outlook for district manufacturing

If these respondents’ expectations are realized,
district manufacturing sales growth in the third
quarter should surpass that foreseen for the nation
for the third consecutive quarter. Whereas district
producers anticipate a 10.1 percent gain from a year
ago in this quarter, the value of goods sold by all U. S.
manufacturers is expected to rise only slightly more
than half that — 5.2 percent — after a 2.5 percent
jump in the second quarter.

DROP IN DISTRiCT UNEMPLOYMENT FORESEEN
Largely due to midsummer labor disputes, dis-

trict unemployment remained high throughout July,
but August should bring some reduction. According
to preliminary data, 6.1 percent of the district’s labor
force were without jobs in July, a seasonally adjusted
rate unchanged from the second quarter. At the same
time, however, the demand for labor continued to
strengthen: in the three months ending in July the
district’s help wanted advertising index rose 18 per-
cent from the preceding three months. As Minnesota’s
construction lockout has ended, therefore, and al-
though 7,000 workers were still idled at the end of
August, the unemployment rate should drop slightly
in that month.



NOTES FOOTNOTES

e—Partially estimated; all data not available u. cxcuuaing Northwestern Wisconsin to domestic commercial city banks

na—Not available 2. All commercial banks; estimated by 7. All memberbanks, excluding the
sample selected major city banks

p—Preliminary; subject to revision
3. Excluding Northwestern Wisconsin 8. Average of daily figures of the four or

r—Revised and upper Michigan five weeks ending on Wednesday
which contain at least four days falling

sa—Seasonally adjusted 4. Last Wednesday of the month figures within the month

‘—District and u.s. data not comparable 5. Selected banks in major cities 9 Index: 1967 BasePeriod

sear—Seasonally adjusted annual rate 6. Net loansand discounts less loans 10. Quarterly
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PERSONAL INCOME: U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Business Economics

AVERAGE WEEKLY EARNINGS: Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, North Dakota, and South Dakota Employment
Security Departments; U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics

COMMERCIAL BANK FINANCIAL DATA: Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis; Board of Governorsof Federal Reserve System

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS: Federal Home Loan Bank Board

CASH RECEIPTS FROM FARM MARKETINGS: U.S. Department of Agriculture

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics

PRICES RECEIVED BY FARMERS: U.S. Department of Agriculture; Minnesota Farm Price Report



NOTES FOOTNOTES

e—Partially estimated; all data not available 1. Index: 1967 Base Period; Weights: 1967

n.e—Not available 2. A sample of permit’issuing centers

p—Preliminary; subject to revision 3. Excluding Northwestern Wisconsin

r—Revised 4. Six standard metropolitan statistical areas

se—Seasonally adjusted 5. A sample of centers blown up to represent
total permits issued

‘—District and U.S. data not comparable
6. 226 standard metropolitan statistical areas,

sear—Seasonally adjusted annual rate excluding the seven leading centers
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TOTAL EMPLOYMENT EXPANDS IN DISTRICT sectors the most with gains of 52 and 48 percent,
FARM AND SELF-EMPLOYED SECTORS SHRINK respectively.

Economic changes during the past ten years have Employment in the district’s agriculture and
altered the structure of employment in the Ninth self-employed categories declined from 1961 to 1971
District: as needs shifted within and between indus- as workers shifted to other types of jobs or withdrew
tries, so did district workers. The number of persons from the labor force. Agriculture’s contraction was
with civilian jobs grew nearly 12 percent from 1961 particularly significant because of its major influence
to 1971, but neither these additional workers nor on the district’s economy: technological progress and
those already employed were distributed equally the decrease in the number of farms eliminated 32
among the ten major employment sectors; although percent of the district’s farm jobs during this period.
most expanded during this period, others shrank (The United States as a whole also reported a drop in
significantly. farm employment, but agriculture represents a smaller

share of total national civilian employment.) TheTotal civilian employment consists of three basic
categories: wage and salary, agriculture, and self- number of district persons self-employed or working

as domestics, meanwhile, declined almost 12 percent,employed and domestic. Wage and salary earners
and in 1971 this category represented only 10 percent

predominate in the district, and during the last ten of total civilian employment in the district.
years, this category expanded almost 32 percent to
bring its share of total civilian employment to 78 per- -

cent in 1971, a rise of 1 2 percentage points. Within *For this article, the Ninth District includes only Minnesota, Montana,North Dakota, South Dakota, and Upper Peninsula Michigan; employ-
the category, all eight industry groups except mining ment data for district counties in Northwestern Wisconsin are not

contributed to this growth, government and service available. All data are seasonally adjusted.


